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Weâ€™ll bring you real world application to A Level exams. One of the complaints that we hear
frequently in our initial assessments of what students need when it comes to Economics or
Business Studies is that students often do not understand how to â€œmake it realâ€•.  One of our students
said yesterday, â€œIâ€™d remember the material so much more easily if I could understand exactly how the
principles work in the real worldâ€•.

At Exam Confidence, we take pride in our revision courses.  Whether you are choosing to study an
Economics revision course or a Business Studies revision course, our teachers ensure that you
understand the syllabus content through practical application and examples that are memorable and
make sense.

Exam Confidence Economics revision course

Whether you choose to take our Economics AS revision course or our Economics A2 revision
course, you will have the choice of either Albion College, Russell Square in London or Seaford
College, West Sussex.  You will receive teaching from principal examiners such as Marwan Mikdadi
â€“ experienced in understanding exam technique and effective at communicating exactly what you
need and how you need to present it in an exam.  You will have plenty of time to work on syllabus
concerns (diagrams are common ailments!) with your outstanding teacher who can take the time to
work with you in your small class.  Your Economics AS revision course and the Economics A2
revision course in London is offered on December 19/20.  Both revision courses are also offered at
Seaford College on December 21/22 and we have an extra Economics AS revision course running
across December 17/18.

Exam Confidence Business Studies revision course

We offer you the choice of a Business Studies AS revision course or a Business Studies A2 revision
course in London on December 17/18.  You can also pick Seaford College as a venue â€“ we are
running a Business Studies revision course on December 19/20.  Each course is unit-specific and
exam board specific and you will have the excellent skills of former Chief Examiner Ian Marcouse to
help you hone your exam technique and essay-writing skills.  As with all of our courses, you will
have plenty of opportunity to complete past paper questions and to receive detailed feedback.  All
the material for either your Business Studies AS revision course or your Business Studies A2
revision course will be provided for you â€“ all you need to do is bring along a brain that is ready to
absorb as much as it possibly can!

You can read more about us, our philosophy and our courses as well as more information on dates
and venues on our website: http://www.examconfidence.co.uk.  Please feel welcome to give us a
call with any questions. We understand that every student is unique and we are proud to tailor each
of our courses to meet those individual needs.  We look forward to speaking to you about how we
can help your child meet their potential.
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Richard  Riddell - About Author:
If you are thinking about enrolling for business A2 revision courses, a business AS revision courses,
Economics A2 revision course, a Economics AS revision course or so on, visit
http://www.examconfidence.co.uk. Exam confidence delivers outstanding exam revision courses for
GCSE, A Levels and IB that are unit specific, exam board specific and tailored to your individual
learning needs.
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